
Our company is growing rapidly and is looking to fill the role of program
management director. We appreciate you taking the time to review the list of
qualifications and to apply for the position. If you don’t fill all of the qualifications,
you may still be considered depending on your level of experience.

Responsibilities for program management director

Drives operational effectiveness and software delivery excellence across
healthcare digital's priority programs and initiatives
Leverages organizational change management tactics to enable awareness,
adoption, and customer focused operational excellence across the business
Create and manage an integrated timeline for the program
Using the "clarity" resource management system to understand and manage
resource constraints through-out the Design Enablement organization (1200+
people) including analyis of resource constraints and identification of
mitigations
Detail oriented and ability to see problems before they become impactful
Manage the 12FDX Resource inputs/updates for the weekly executive review
and expand analysis to include other programs
Monitor day-to-day activities of the project team and ensure work is
progressing as planned
Facilitate collaborative communication between all functional areas within a
location / business group/vertically integrated organization
Attend phase gate reviews where applicable
Ensure collaborative cross-functional project team participation to effectively
initiate, plan, execute, monitor and control all phases of a project or
subproject to ensure work efforts are executed on time, within budget, and
according to stated requirements reliably and repeatedly

Example of Program Management Director Job
Description
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Effective decision making skills -- ability to negotiate and balance decisions
and priorities across needs of several functional departments and willingness
to make tough decisions
Minimum of 14 years’ experience in mobile handset development or relevant
industry experience, with a minimum of 4 years of Management Experience
Bilingual English/Korean preferred
Working knowledge of key functional areas throughout all stages of product
development, including Research and Development, Preclinical, Clinical,
Regulatory, Commercial Operations, Quality Assurance
Willing to travel within the US and overseas
Drive consensus between various client stakeholders as needed to facilitate
the conversion of program's vision / ideas into program deliverables


